
 
NSW, Ros Balodis (ACT) and Coral 
Vickers (Qld) take the honours in 
Perth  
 
Finally, after two very unsettled days, the weather became friendlier, and we really 
got started in Teams’ competition! Both rain and heat denied some teams the points 
they deserved, but the spirit of the teams was alive and well! 
 
Tuesday was incredibly hot, with a mere hour or so of play allowed, owing to the 
“Heat Rule”. Wednesday, refreshingly mild, went without a hitch, and four complete 
sessions enabled combinations to be worked out, as the play became more and 
more competitive. The grass played its part too in confusing some of those 
unaccustomed to the bounce. 
 

 
 
Thursday saw some groups divided into playoffs, providing teams with a challenge to 
“make the finals”! Others were simply “first past the post” and some teams were able 
to create an unassailable lead before the last round. Others were drawn to play finals, 
which were all played to completion. 
 
The best part of the day for some was the relaxation after the game, and the trips to 
the bar, with lots of laughter and interesting conversations. Many shared their travel 
experiences or bored one another with tales of operations or procedures in hospital. 
And who knows how it feels to go home after tennis and fall asleep on the lounge, to 
wake up and find you are still in your tennis gear? 
 
The Carnival and Championships Dinner was enjoyed by over 200 guests, and 
dancing continued to close to midnight – the old adage – play all day and dance all 
night is alive and well! Awards were announced for “Player of the Year” and 



“Administrator of the Year” which went to ACT’s Ros Balodis and QLD’s Coral 
Vickers respectively. The Teams’ Trophy was won by the smallest of margins by 
New South Wales who “squeezed past” ACT in a late surge. 
 

 
NSW President Mic Bruton receiving the Teams 

Trophy from TSA President Reg Trevaskis 

 
Coral Vickers, Administrator of the Year for 2012 

 
  
It has been another successful week, and thanks must go to all the fantastic WA 
volunteers, whose generosity is much appreciated. The officials also excelled, and 
we acknowledge all the time and effort dedicated by Yvonne Stanton, Steve 
Longworth and the Management of Tennis Seniors WA, in putting the event together 
again. Last but not least, a huge thanks to those who have catered for us with food 
and beverages for the week - we could not have survived without you all. 
 
We look forward to “doing it all again” with the help of Tennis Tasmania when it 
comes around to January 12, 2014. The event will be popular, so players are advised 
to get in early with bookings for accommodation in Hobart! 
 
 
Robyn Castle (it’s great to be back!)  
13-Jan-2013 
 


